The often heard call for other forms of democracy than the adversarial type is not realistic. MWCs and MSCs offer a peaceful mechanism for voting to handle social conflicts by means of political parties under the constraints of rule of law and the principal-agent interaction. Switzerland is the only consociational state today, but operating under heavy referenda restraints.
Introduction
It is popular among scholars to speak about various types of democracy again, like after the Second World War. It is argued that competitive democracy or adversarial democracy has flaws enough to warrant searching for alternatives while respecting the rule of law principles of constitutional democracy.
In the social sciences, semantic deliberations often offer a route to increased clarity. Where there is fierce theory contestation and a lack of an established set of hypotheses for various domains of inquiry, the question of the usage of key terms may pay off in reducing theoretical confusion and word ambiguity. The term "democracy" comes readily to one's mind as a classic example of contending definitions of words.
An early example of a major sematic study in the social sciences was the UN sponsored inquiry into "democracy" by Norwegian philosopher Naess (1956) . In reality, it was conducted by no one else than Stein Rokkan. Using Naess' methods of empirical semantics, a lot of distinctions were presented like true or real democracy.
We hear about unitary democracy (Mansbridge), negotiated democracy (Jo-objective of these actors, i.e. the people in the parties in a representative democracy? Max Weber answered in his realist perspective on humans: power (Weber, 1919 (Weber, , 2012 Michels, 1962; Katz & Mair, 1995) . Weber (1978 Weber ( : 1395 Weber ( -1396 ) makes a number of theoretical comments on parties in a Parliamentary regime. He states again at one place: "Parties" reside in the sphere of power." But is the political party a means or an end and for whom?
Given his realism, one would guess that power is the goal of parties, but he is much more nuanced. Weber (1978 Weber ( : 1395 Weber ( -1396 lists five characteristics of a political party: 1) Parties are basically voluntary organizations;
2) Today the goal of the parties is vote-getting in an election for political positions or a voting body;
3) A hard core of interested members is directed by a leader or a group of notables; this core differs greatly in the degree of its hierarchical organization, yet is nowadays often bureaucratized.; it finances the party with the support of rich sponsors, economic interests, office seekers, or dues-paying members;
4) The hard core creates program and selects the candidates. Even in mass parties with very democratic constitutions, the voters and most of the rank and file members do not participate in the drafting of the program and the selection of the candidates,. By their very nature such parties develop a salaried officialdom or bureaucracies.
5) The voters exert influence to the extent that programs and candidates are adapted and selected according to their chances of receiving electoral support.
The Weber list of party properties is from "today", he writes i.e. Germany around 1918. What acute observations, still valid today, i.e. 100 years after. But his definition excludes parties in the so-called Second and Third World, which just shows that Weber was concerned with the modern democratic regimes. It had to have a representative dispensation with political parties of basically two types, viz.: 1) Parties "essentially organizations for job patronage, as they have been in the United States since the end of the great differences about the interpretation of the Constitution. In this case they are merely interested in putting their leader into the top position so that he can tum over state offices to his following ..."
2) "The party is primarily ideological (Weltanschauungs-partei) and intended to accomplish the realization of substantive political ideals. In relatively pure form this type was represented in Germany by the Catholic Center party of the eighteen-seventies and the Social Democrats before they became bureaucratized." Moreover:
"Parties are, therefore, only possible within groups that have an associational character, that is, some rational order arid a staff of persons available who are ready to enforce it. For parties aim precisely at influencing this staff, and if possible, to recruit from it party 'embers'." (Weber, 1978: pp. 904-906 ).
Yet, why do politicians create and support parties in the first place? One should avoid analysing political parties as unitary actors-reification or the fal-lacy of misplaced concreteness. They are nothing but a group of politicians (Dahl, 1957) .
The Party as Itself a Coalition: Minimising Transaction Costs
Political parties are nothing but coalitions among individuals who wish to compete in open entry. Together they stand a better chance of gaining than going along alone. To act as a collective unit, they need some coherence of commitments-the ideology. The party program or platform makes it possible for the coalition of party members to campaign with a reasonably clear message that has some coherence in the views of supporters. On the other hand, the necessity of a political party for competing successfully constitutes a real hindrance for loners who would wish to enter but lacks a party affiliation.
Not even a charismatic person can in open entry alone. Some form of political party is necessary. To distinguish one group of political from another, these coalitions we can "parties" employ a variety of tools: ideology, slogans, labels, logos, etc. The coherence of a party is never 100 per cent, as infighting and factions often occur. Politicians interpret the vocabulary of the party differently, and splits can be very serious indeed.
The prevalence of political parties in open entry implies that party organisations with huge staff and resources enter the basic equation of remuneration R and value V. One could argue that the remuneration R of the party staff should be the burden of the political elite or its followers, but one often encounters public mechanisms for the reimbursement of the costs of political parties, i.e. their R is taken from V. The political party may be inclined to use whatever command it has over V to benefit especially themselves-see the literature on the political business cycle.
Partitocrazia involves a fierce struggle among various elite groups for remuneration and access to leadership position. It may degenerate into infighting to such an extent that the party in question cannot operate adequately. And it may make a political club ungovernable with huge costs for society.
In open entry political cubs, political parties or coalitions among leadership groups compete on the basis of promises and blame. The first strategy is basically what the parties claim they can do for the size of V:
• Higher economic growth;
• Investments in infrastructure;
• Improvements in public services;
• Better control of violence and crime, including terrorism now;
• More of income and wealth redistribution. 
Party Coalitions in Government
We face a methodological choice between two established frameworks: And he derived a basic coalition principle-the size principle-to explain changes in coalitions. We shall see below that "grand coalition" in Germany can stand for a MWC between the two biggest parties on the Right and Left (Schmidt, 2015) , meaning that it can be MWC but hardly MSC.
2) Lijphart
There are many sources for the content of the concept of consensus democracy, but they all give a complex of properties P1, P2, ..., PN, including coalitions.
This entails that we need to inquire into whether there is a set S of countries that satisfy these properties, or some them. We look especially at the FRG. H3 and H4 satisfy CD, as Germany has PR and "drittelparitaet." H5: "unitary vs. federal/decentralized structure." H6: "unicameral vs. bicameral legislature (with two 'equally strong but differently constituted houses')."
H7: "flexible, easily amended (or non-existent) constitutions vs. rigid, supermajority-amended constitutions."
H8: "legislatures determine constitutionality of own legislation vs. judicial review of constitutionality by an independent court."
H9: "executive control of central bank vs. central bank independence." H5-H9 satisfy CD, as German constitutionalism has been built strongly with numerous restraints.
Consensus democracy comprises as model so many properties that no one set satisfies them all. When two most essential properties are lacking, how to characterize a case? If one ranks the properties above in terms of relevance, then clearly H1 and H2 come on top.
As events unfold in real life, a pure or ideal type may lose all connection with reality, making it more or less useless. I would argue that Lijphart's model of Westminster democracy (1985) has suffered this fate, but on the other his other ideal type of consensus democracy seems still relevant. First, "Westminster" as a proper noun and not all a theoretical term cannot be used properly in abstract taxonomy. Second, the changes in the UK have been so far-reaching that it no longer harbours the pure type of a centralized democratic regime-devolution:
Scotland is more autonomous than German Laender. Of course, issues in the UK are complex and there are constitutional documents with even a little legal review (Lewin, 1998; Lijphart, 2012) . Third, it may not survive the Brexit disaster that is now unfolding. https://www.uni-heidelberg.de/md/politik/personal/schmidt/schmidt__grand _coalition_state__4th_edition.pdf, page 36 (February 5, 2015) (Schmidt, 2003 (Schmidt, , 2005 Vatter, 2009 ). This is, I fear, flawed, as most governments are minimum sized a la Riker-also the "grand coalitions". One gets the impression that grand coalition is not distinguished from oversized coalition. The present Merkel government fits the size principle and has nothing to do with a German style consociationalism.
CDU + CSU together with SDP just maximized power. Which, then, are the constraints upon parties?
The Principal-Agent Restraint
If Weber was correct about political parties maximizing power, then what restrains them from authoritarian behavior, like in so many dictatorships? The first source of constraints is the rule of law regime in a constitutional democracy.
The second source of constraint is the principal-agent nature of the interaction between party and supporter. The capacity to shift to another party holds the party down on a carpet that can be pulled from underneath in any election. The number of party switchers may reach 50% in earth quake elections.
Maximising Party Power: Banzhaf
Political power under a regime with party government in a multi-party system derives from the capacity of parties to enter into winning coalitions, either ad Most decisions in Parliament require simple majorities, which is why a minimum winning coalition is enough. Sometimes certain decisions of constitutional relevance are singled out requiring a heavier support or qualified majority-see
Wicksell below. To prevail, a winning coalition would then have to be oversized.
In the normal business of government, simple majority (MWC or MSC) suffices in most parliamentary countries.
A coalition that is minimum winning does not need to be a minimum sized coalition. Actually, coalitions may be of many kinds, but the essential thing is that they win in voting (Riker, 1962) . Coalitions may be temporary, focusing upon one voting sequence, or they may be permanent over an election period, such as for instance four years. Government coalitions are formed for the purpose of exercising power over a longer period, but government coalitions may break-up prematurely, leading either to a new government or to new elections (De Swaan, 1973; Downs, 1968; Bergman, 1995) .
A political party maximizes its voting power by actively participating in the formation of coalitions (Laver, 1998; Shepsle, 2003) . If it enters a government coalition, then it shares the voting power of the government with its governing partners. It may also exercise voting power by participating in temporary coalitions that achieve the minimum-winning format. Political power is mainly exercised through the capacity to influence voting in the national assembly. For instance, the election system returns the political parties to the German "Reichstag" or the Austrian "Nationalrat" roughly according to a numerical size that is decided by the election rules (electoral fairness), giving a certain voting support among the electorate.
Banzhaf Power: Ex Ante and Ex Post
N-person games have no equilibria, which is why power indices have been launched. The literature is highly theoretical (Shapley & Shubik, 1954; Banzhaf, 1968; Felsenthal & Machover, 1998; Holler & Illing, 2006; Holler & Owen, 2001; Fara, Leech, & Salles, 2014; Leech, 2002 Leech, , 2012 , with rather few empirical applications except some international bodies. Here, we try the national Parliament.
We distinguish between two parliamentary situations: a majority coalition and a minority coalition. In the first situation, the added Banzhaf power scores of government parties equal always 1. This is a value equally shared by the coalition parties in same proportions, no matter how many seats the party may have won-threat power of quitting. In the second situation, the government Banzhaf power score is always smaller than 1. Other parliamentary actors will receive
Banzhaf points as well, since the voting power of the government is shared with some other parliamentary actor(s).
One may further calculate Banzhaf scores for every legislative period and Open Journal of Political Science weighted for every single year = modified aggregation. In the first step, the seats and the Banzhaf scores ex ante and ex post government formation are aggregated over time. In a second step, the data is modified by considering only those years, when the parties actually were in parliament or, as the case may be, in power.
According to the voting power scores measured by the Banzhaf approach, it is then most illuminating to look at the differences between the parties' share of seats in the parliamentary assembly and the share of voting power ex ante and ex post government formation. It can be shown how both the parties' influenceand voting-power can be different from the size of seats they hold in parliament and why some parties dominate the political game, whereas others do not play a big role despite their relative strength (Felsenthal & Machover, 2005: p. 491 ).
To model voting in a national parliament, we will use cooperative game theory, or more specific, n-person games Here, we have the so-called simple games with two outcomes: win or lose. Given a proposition (bill, budget items, etc.), the players form either supporting or opposing coalitions. The total value the game, the payoff, is subsequently assigned to the winning coalition, while the losing coalition gets nothing. Since win or lose are the only outcomes of such voting games, we simplify the calculations by normalizing the payoff to 1 and 0, hence the notion of a simple game. We calculate three voting power measures:
• Scores for single parliamentarians;
• Scores for the entire party before government formation-ex ante;
• Scores for the whole party after government formation-ex post.
Examples: The Two German States
When comparing party government in Germany and Austria before and after the fascist regimes, one can note the great similarity in terms of both political culture and political institutions (Rudzio, 2011; Pelinka, 2004 ):
• Parliamentarism: Representative government with the focus upon the chancellor; • Federalism: Decentralized polity although with considerable competences at the centre; • Election system: PR system employing alternative schemes delivering a rather high degree of proportionality between votes and seats, generally speaking; • The decision-making process: An influential committee system and since the after war years also a high degree of (neo)corporatism (Siaroff, 1999) .
Also the mass media systems of both countries developed similarly, as their important broadcast stations are mainly based on public law until this day. Focussing these similarities as well as the fact, that both, the German and the Austrian party systems have developed along resembling societal cleavages in the electorate over the last 90 years (Lipset & Rokkan, 1967) and as systems of "moderate polarized pluralism" (Sartori, 1976) , one has to ask, why the logic of party government has tended to be rather different in these two countries-with Open Journal of Political Science 
Weimar Republic
The average situation of power distribution in the Weimar Republic from 1919-1933 is the following: It was especially the smaller parties and the right wing parties, which often joined government, and which were able to increase their voting-and influence power compared to both their share of seats and their ex ante government status.
The deviations from strict proportionality: DDP and BVP had larger influence-and voting power compared to their share of seats (DDP + 6.7 percent, BVP + 5.3 percent). Larger conservative parties, which frequently joined government, i.e. Zentrum and DVP, were also expanding their voting power by joining one or more of the mostly minority governments in the Weimar republic. Thereby the (here: external) coalitions can be seen as a latchkey to wield power. They can make minority or majority governments winning. In particular between 1923 and 1929 this was an aim, which was successfully followed by DVP's Gustav Stresemann.
Although the Weimar governments often were minority governments, the governing parties had significantly more voting power than they were entitled to, when taking the governmental share of mandates as a basis. This corresponds to the high fragmentation rate of the party system and provides another and new explanation for the appearance of the governments existing during this period and for the dominance of these parties.
Social democrats (SPD) or the communist party (KPD) were often unable to transform their outstanding mandate strength into effective influence or voting power ex post government formation. Although the Social democrats regularly were the largest party in parliament and their ex ante Banzhaf score is greater than their relative mandate strength, they only rarely joined government due to missing coalition options from the mid-1920s on. This is a phenomenon, which is also reflected by the social democratic loss of power from the ex ante to the ex post stage of government formation.
The nationalist DNVP, often supported by one of the (minority) governments, is different in comparison to the governing parties characterized by nearly constantly (high) ex ante and ex post Banzhaf scores and shows only a small loss of its relative proportion of seats to its power position ex ante government formation-a feature in common with other opposition parties. (Table 1) .
FRG
Looking at the party systems at first glance, the findings for the FRG are totally different to those in the Weimar republic: after the first consolidating years with a multi-party system (Table 2) , the German party system was condensed to a 2.5 party system (Poguntke, 1999) . From then on, it was characterized by two "catch all" parties (Kierchheimer, 1965) on the one hand, CDU respectively CSU and SPD, and by the FDP as a 0.5 "pivotal" party (Keman, 1994) on the other hand.
This setting held for nearly 30 years. However, when looking at the distribution of power, measured by the Penrose-Banzhaf-Coleman-approach, the findings are similar to those in the Weimar republic: again, the political left is underrepresented.
Only the liberal FDP can enlarge its power compared to its relative mandate strength. In turn, the Christian democratic CDU, respectively CSU, or "Union"
for short, in turn, is despite small losses, only able to score constantly high The weak position of the social democrats in the FRG is a political entity similar to that in the Weimar republic and, as a result, is valid despite the fractionalization of the federal German party system from a 2.5 party system to a polarized four, respectively five, party system during the last two or three decades (Rudzio, 2011) . Reason: it is true that these changes also had influence on the distribution of power in parliament, but it was especially the left side of the party system which changed its shape
The SPD has indeed had the most coalition options from all relevant parties (Korte & Fröhlich, 2004) , but it also has one of the most different bargaining positions because of its lack of power. This is true not only adverse the smaller parties and when accounting ideology adverse the Greens, but also compared to the Open Journal of Political Science 
First Austrian Republic (1919-1933)
Turning towards Austria, the picture has to be drawn less distinctive: when looking at the first republic, the parties standing politically right were (even heavily) overpowered in comparison to their relative share of seats. On the other hand, in the second republic (1945-today) , it is, contrarily, both the Austrian social democrats (SPÖ) and the Christian democratic ÖVP, who are able to enlarge voting-and influence power from the ex ante to the ex post stage of government formation, whereas different to the German system smaller parties (FPÖ, greens or BZÖ) only play a minor role in parliament and government.
In the interwar period, after the constitutional assembly in 1918, mainly three political blocks marked the Austrian party system: a socialist (SDAP), a Christian-catholic (Christlichsoziale) and a German nationalist party group, including some smaller parties (Pelinka, 2004: p. 535) . However, as shown by the Banzhaf power distribution ex ante and ex post government formation, it was the Christian social party and the smaller German nationalist party group, which were participating regularly in government, neglected the two grand coalition years from SDAP and Christlich soziale until the constitution written by Hans Kelsen was established in 1920.
SDAP is also heavily underrepresented over the years, compared to its relative share of seats (−25.9 per cent). The German nationalist party group was extremely overpowered (+31 per cent) in relation to its mandate strength it obtained in the elections. Although the German nationalist predominance increased over time, both the agrarian Landbund, as well as the paramilitary Heimatbund/Heimwehr formed as secessions from Christlichsoziale and Deutschnationale. However, these new-formed parties could not gain any noteworthy Open Journal of Political Science parliamentary power. The German nationalist party group stayed powerful and the Heimwehr especially made its political marks rather outside of parliament-a fact, which is reflected by it's both relatively small share of seats and its even smaller Banzhaf power index scores.
Summing up, it can be stated that in the first Austrian republic it was the right wing parties being (here even heavily) overpowered once more. This situation can partly also explain the politically smooth change from Austrian parliamentarism to Austrian fascism by Dollfuss in 1933-34 and to the "Anschluss" to Nazi-Germany in 1938-the SDAP in terms of parliamentary power, literally speaking, was powerless (Table 3) .
Second Austrian Republic (1945-2012)
When analysing the political system of Germany after 1949, the FRG is often characterized as "The Grand Coalition State" (Schmidt, 1996) . This institutional characterization of the political process, based on the politics in the federal system, is more true for Austria, comparing the number of grand coalitions, Austria (10) and not Germany (2). The here computed Banzhaf numbers for the parties is only the two catch all parties increasing their power by forming frequently governments together (SPÖ + 42 per cent; ÖVP + 27 per cent). When looking at the actual political situation in Austria, these findings appear to be valid, despite the countries' PR-election system and albeit the meanwhile establishment of newer types of coalition governments or the rise of smaller parties such as the Greens, the Liberals or the nationalist BZÖ. A grand coalition again ruled Austria since 2007 up to 3017 (Table 4) .
Like the German system, the Austrian party system after 1945 was characterized for a long time by a 2.5 party system, existing out of SPÖ, ÖVP and the smaller FPÖ. Different to Germany however, the Austrian FPÖ never reached a 
Party Modified aggregation
Deviations from strict proportionality (power-seats) KPÖ (1945 KPÖ ( -1959 seats ( "pivotal" status in the party system as the FDP did in Germany. The reason for this political entity, which clearly is shown by a even negative balance from FPÖ's ex post Banzhaf power points vice versa the parties' relative share of seats (−0.01985507), is simple: the party's ability to govern is small due to its right wing and demagogic ideology (Pelinka, 2002: p. 283 ).
In contrast to Germany, it is in Austria not the political left, which is underrepresented. In contrast, especially the social democrats can enlarge their parliamentary power by joining government. Due to SPÖ's slightly higher ex ante Banzhaf score and its therewith slightly better bargaining position in parliament, the second Austrian republic was for a much longer period ruled by social democratic chancellors (nearly 40 years) than the FRG (21 years).
Conclusion
Economists (Wicksell, Buchanan) and political scientists (Lijphart, Mansbridge) have argued that adversarial politics is not the best form of democracy. It is too narrow in its typical coalition making, especially when the MWC is also MSC.
Yet, if politics is mostly about conflicts and political parties maximise power, then Riker was correct, with some modifications (de Swann). Today there is only ONE consensus democracy-CH-but even it does not fit the pure type of CD due to the enormous amounts of referenda that are MWC and MSC.
